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Genetics play a substantial role in epilepsy. This study presents a panoramic view of genetics known so far that

contributes to common epilepsies and how the use of genetics has evolved in clinical implications of the field for disease

prognosis, diagnosis as well as in treatment management.  Discussing the risk factors – both genetic and non- genetic, or

a combination of both, and how it can be a vital tool for prognosis or diagnosis of different endo-phenotypes of common

epilepsies. Such markers hold the potential for genetic diagnosis. So, here we discussed how far are we from achieving

this goal of precision medicine and clinical utility in real-time settings. 
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1. Introduction

Epilepsy, one of the common neurological disease, is characterized by recurrent unprovoked seizures, affecting people of

all age, gender, race and geographical location. Nearly 50 million people are affected worldwide with a prevalence rate of

5–10 per 1000 people  which accounts for more than 0.5% of the global burden of the disease . Due to the vast

heterogeneity associated with the genetics of common epilepsies, it is diagnosed by clinical phenotyping. There are other

risk factors like age at onset, and comorbidities (such as psychiatric disorder, intellectual disability and others) that

contribute to epilepsy etiology. With time, the disease classification has been dynamic, in coherent with the updated

research findings. Based on seizures, epilepsy classification has evolved into different types which are: focal epilepsy,

generalized epilepsy, combined focal and generalized epilepsy, and unknown epilepsy. Additionally, according to etiology

it is classified as structural, genetic, infectious, metabolic, immune and unknown .

Traditional genetic studies like candidate gene study, linkage study, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are based

on screening of the whole genome for the genotype—phenotype association to get insight about genetic architecture and

disease susceptibility of complex disease. Several GWAS have been performed to explore the disease genetics in

epilepsy. Initially, the findings of GWAS were largely negative due to the small sample size and high genetic heterogeneity

in epilepsy  , . Later, several international consortiums joined hands for integrative efforts to explore the disease

genetics and its implications. These collaborative efforts of different groups working in the international epilepsy research

community made two major advancements in the field. First, large sample size in studies assured a sufficient statistical

power for successful genetic association. One of the prominent consortiums established to address the inconsistencies in

genetic data is the ILAE. This group published the largest GWAS to date that included 15,212 epilepsy cases and 29,677

controls resulting in the identification of 16 statistically significant risk alleles . Secondly, the consortiums provided a

broader phenotypic spectrum by utilizing multi-disciplinary approaches to understand the disease heterogeneity. With this

iterative process of cooperative effort, ILAE came up with the newer classifications of epilepsy based on seizure type,

disease etiology and clinical factors  after almost three decades since the last ILAE classification in 1989 . Several

other consortiums have laid the foundation in this field, for example Epi4K majorly explores the genetics of common forms

of epilepsy and epileptic encephalopathies, including the prognostic determinants of these disease. Another consortium,

Epi25K is the unification of Epi4K, EPIGEN, EuroEPINOMICS, the Epilepsy Phenome/Genome Project, EpiPGX, SANAD,

and EpiCURE consortiums which aims to combine the genotype, phenotype, and genomic sequencing data and to

perform joint analyses of the data to expedite genetic biomarker discovery in all epilepsies.

2. Clinical Implication and Relevance of Genetic Findings

Remarkable advancements in identifying the causative mutations and technological growth in epilepsy genetics have

channelized genetic testing into clinics. Various systemic level biomarker can be used to ensure proper diagnosis of the

disease and the prediction of the treatment outcome (prognosis of anti-epileptic drug response) (Figure 1). Genetic

biomarker is used to predict the risk occurrence of epilepsy in a person with a family history of epilepsy which is a
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commonly encountered situation. This can be used for pharmaco-response for selected antiepileptic drugs. Performing

testing of specific single gene for diagnostics is no longer a practical approach for complex diseases like common

epilepsies. Thus, development of gene panels and beginning of NGS-based or exome sequencing platforms for disease

diagnosis has marked its way for a more comprehensive assessment of the disease status. These platforms predict the

putative pathogenic variants of genes having a role in specific epilepsy subtype, and also of those genes with no known

evidences with disease, but might regulate other genes with known functions in epilepsy. This may help us investigate the

potential pathogenicity of such variants. Such studies hint that along with genetic data, clinical phenotyping, family history/

genealogy data together can assist in precision medicine in epilepsy. Clinical phenotyping does not include only

neurological examination and tests but also thorough assessment of seizure type, duration and frequency, dysmorphic

features, cutaneous signs, congenital malformation, variable symptoms of any other organ or organ system impairment,

results of radiological, biochemical and other testing, cognitive functioning information etc. These phenotypes are

influenced by several genes, epigenetic and environmental factors. Hence, gene/variant interpretation are crucially

dependent on the full phenotypic picture of the patient. Therefore, these genetic variants need to be analyzed and

integrated with detailed clinical phenotyping to make a diagnosis. These changes will make improvements in diagnosis

and treatment.

Figure 1. Potential biomarkers for epilepsy diagnosis. Biological levels and sources of epilepsy biomarker omics can be

measured across different biological levels around the genome, pharmacogenome, transcriptome, proteome and

metabolome. Other than these hormones, cytokines and electrical imaging records can also act as biomarkers for disease

prediction, drug response improvement and avoidance of adverse side effects of drugs. Abbreviations: miRNA:

microRNA, CYP2C9: cytochrome P450 family 2 subfamily C member 9, HLA-B: major histocompatibility complex class I,

B, HMGB1: high mobility group box 1, HSP70: heat shock protein 70, S100ßP: S100 calcium-binding protein B, MMP:

matrix metallopeptidase 2, NSE: neuron-specific enolase, IL-1β: interleukin-1 beta, IL-1Ra: interleukin-1 receptor

antagonist, HFO: high-frequency oscillations, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging, FA: fractional anisotropy, DTI: diffusion

tensor imaging, fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging, PET: positron emission tomography, SPECT: single photon

emission computed tomography. References: [1] ; [2] ; [3] ; [4] ; [5] ; [6] ; [7] ; [8] ; [9] ; [10] ; [11] ;

[12] ; [13] ; [14] ; [15] ; [16]

Beyond efficient prognosis or diagnosis of the disease, one of the other prime intent behind performing genetic studies is

to identify novel evidence-based drug targets for future drug development. It may also allow better designing of clinical

trials to standardize drug dosing, treatment outcome evaluation or toxicity profiling with respect to specific phenotypic

spectrum. Given the genetic complexity of epilepsy, different genes cause specific epilepsy subtypes that are clinically

indistinguishable and on the other hand, monogenic SNPs like in SCN1A cause varied phenotypes, from febrile seizure to

epileptic encephalopathies. Therefore, this is the right time to proceed towards precision medicine in epilepsy. Apart from

reducing the seizure frequency alone, a panoramic view of the disease mechanism with other factors like effect of

common and rare variants, CNVs, polygenic risk evidences, pathways network, pharmacogenomics, other clinical

phenotypes like neuro-images, EEG patterns, facilitate headway to precision medicine.

2.1. Prognosis

Variations in epilepsy genes generate variability in seizure type, epilepsy type, severities and other comorbidities. These

variabilities may be due to single gene or a genetic variant (Figure 2). Genotyping along with deep phenotyping is

essential in this genomic era. Genetic marker- specific prognosis is explored for rare epilepsy syndrome and is expanding

for common epilepsies. It can render the diagnosis more certain in an early stage of the disease. For e.g. variations in

KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 having 85% penetrance are identified as causal factor of benign familial neonatal seizures .
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Genetic variants in such genes decrease the threshold membrane depolarization and increase neuronal burst .

Therefore, identification of variants in these genes with clinical phenotyping specific to benign familial neonatal seizures

have a good prognosis, and can aid patient to get rid of seizures and medications at an early stage. But genetic variants

in same genes cannot act as good biomarker for prognosis in all epileptic encephalopathy patient. In benign familial

neonatal–infantile seizures patients, dominant point mutation is found in SCN2A gene, encode the alpha-subunit of the

voltage-gated sodium channel NaV1.2  . This point mutation results in increased neuronal excitability by gain of

function . Non-sense mutation found in the same gene result in more severe epilepsy and/or epilepsy

encephalopathy, leading to a bad outcome. Thus, genetics can assist in outcome prediction in the benign familial

epilepsies of childhood.

Figure 2. Genomic landscape of common epilepsy subtypes based on evidence. Genes associated with different

subtypes of common epilepsies based on their literature evidence are represented by different color codes. This figure

also shows common and non-overlapping genes associated with different epilepsy subtypes. CAE: Childhood absence

epilepsy, CFE: Cryptogenic focal epilepsy, JAE: Juvenile absence epilepsy, JME: Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy, TLE:

Temporal lobe epilepsy.

2.2. Diagnosis

Genetic insights into the disease have given a new direction to epilepsy diagnoses directly affecting clinical care. It not

only controls seizure frequency but also improves neurodevelopmental comorbidities associated with the disease. It has

the prospect of wider dispersal once new targeted treatments continue to emerge based on genetic evidences. Precision

diagnostics is not new in the clinical management of epilepsies which follow Mendelian inheritance but progress to genetic

analysis in common epilepsies is impeded by complex pattern of inheritance. However, limited findings of candidate gene

studies and GWAS have suggested role of common variants in epilepsy, nonetheless all these are causal genes/variants

necessarily be susceptible to disease risk. A genetic diagnosis is very important for disease management as it avoids the

unnecessary repeated blood tests, invasive biopsies, MRIs, pre-surgical workup, and even unnecessary implementation

of intracranial electrodes for monitoring electrical activity of seizure. Genetic diagnosis along with the family history is very

helpful in estimating the epilepsy risk for other family members that are to be tested . For example, studies have shown

that polymorphisms in CACNA1H gene  GABAA receptor gene with variation γ2(R43Q, rs121909673)  , β3(P11S;

rs25409), β3(S15F; rs121913126), β3(G32R; rs71651682) , α1(S326fs328X) , GABRG2(IVS6 + 2T→G) ,

GABRB3 haplotype 2 are associated with CAE and these genes are commercially used for CAE genetic testing.

Commercially available genetic testing is focused on gene panels that comprises individual gene, group of genes or

chromosomal loci diagnosis a specific epileptic trait. Such tests exploit the advanced NGS platforms like whole genome

sequencing, NGS or targeted sequencing or others. Targeted sequencing is used for identifying genetic variants in

individual gene when specific epilepsy is suspected. Epilepsy gene panel involves the analysis of group of most common

genes associated with discrete epilepsy sub-types. Advantage of using gene panel is that it covers all possible genetic

cause of epilepsy. Chromosome microarray involves analysis of chromosome to check any imbalance that may cause

epilepsy. Endo-phenotype markers along with genetics could be useful to dissect disease complexity. Imaging endo-

phenotypes and genetics provide a link between brain features and underlying genetic architecture to facilitate

identification of disease related genetic variants. For e.g., photo-peroxisomal EEG response is a common observation in
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JME and can be a useful endo-phenotype in epilepsy gene mapping. Candidate gene studies showed association of

photo-peroxisomal EEG response with BRD2 gene in JME share some neurological pathways . Motor system hyper-

activation and impairment of memory is observed in JME patients and their siblings, implicating trait heritability and a JME

endo-phenotype . Alterations of temporal cortical surface area, absence of shared thickness abnormalities and varying

patterns of hippocampal atrophy is detected in family studies of TLE patients . Nowadays, machine learning through

neuroimaging data (resting state functional MRI, diffusion tensor imaging is being used to find specific patterns in epilepsy,

enabling seizure prediction, and to distinguish between active epilepsy patient and seizure free patient. Further, using

clinical data, machine learning can also predict medical and surgical outcomes through using clinical data. One

assessment of a support vector machine classifier revealed a peak diagnostic sensitivity of 82.5% and a specificity of 85%

by evaluating the asymmetry of functional connectivity in homologous brain regions on resting-state functional MRI in 100

patients with epilepsy and 80 controls. These endo-phenotype studies will compliment for disease category phenotype

studies . There are number of genetic tests for rare epilepsies compared to common epilepsies. Although making

genetic diagnostics available to every patient is still critical and challenging. Several attempts made so far in the field of

epilepsy genetic could be potential candidates that requires rigorous testing to prove safety and efficacy and demands

appropriate functional validation before it is used for assessment in the clinic. 

2.3. Pharmacogenomics

The aim of pharmacogenomics is to predict how different individuals respond when prescribed with the same drug (and its

dose). This aids in better clinical management of epilepsy by reducing adverse drug response and improving drug

efficacy. Based on several such evidences, the USA food and drug administration (FDA) has approved drug labelling for

patients with certain genetic variants. Most of them are addressed to reduce life-threatening adverse drug response. For

e.g., the carriers of the rare POLG1 nucleotide substitution (p.Q1236H) may develop fatal hepatic failure when treated

with sodium valproate  . A prospective genetic testing of such carrier patients may help clinicians identify individuals at

high risk of this fatal drug toxicity. In other cases, one of the most widely studied HLA allele variant (HLA-B*15:02)

predispose patients to a severe skin hypersensitivity (Stevens-Johnson syndrome/ toxic epidermal necrolysis) reaction

when treated with carbamazepine . According to an alert from US FDA, Carbamazepine should be avoided if patients

carry at least one copy of HLA-B*15:02 allele and if patients are having carbamazepine for few months and do not show

any cutaneous reaction then such patients are at low risk of developing such reaction ever from carbamazepine. Hence,

alternate drugs are recommended for patients with HLA-B*15:02 or HLA-A*3101 allele .

A few studies also witnessed that genetic variants present in the drug metabolizing genes like CYP2C9, CYP2C19, drug

transporters (ABCB1); or drug target gene SCN1A affect the binding of the drug to the receptor, and are responsible for

altered drug efficacy. Genetic polymorphism in CYP2C9 with variant allele *2 and *3 reduce phenytoin metabolism by 25–

50% . This results in increased susceptibility of those patients to phenytoin toxicity at usual administered doses. The

Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) and FDA proposed that phenytoin should not be used for

patients with CYP2C9 *2 and *3 variants and HLA-B*15:02 genotype . Therefore, such studies help in improving the

drug efficacy, alternate AED therapy administration or dosage change providing new therapeutic strategies in future. Such

findings strongly establish the role of pharmacogenomics in better epilepsy treatment management and implementation in

clinical settings for specific population.

3. Conclusions and Future Direction

This is a new era for epilepsy genetics. Researchers and clinicians are joining hands, who are now swiftly moving towards

evidence-based therapy for epilepsy management. Through the past decade, we have made remarkable progress

towards gene discovery and innovation in technological and analytic determinants of this multi-faced disease. Once the

gene attributing to the monogenic or polygenic cause of disease is clearly identified therapy can be targeted towards

curing the defect contributed by the gene or compensate for the impaired molecular pathway caused by any variant of that

gene. May be, that is why we have achieved much farther in monogenic epilepsies relative to its polygenic counterpart.

From making progress towards identifying the cause of rare and severe epilepsy types to elucidating the role of molecular

players deepens the understanding of patho-physiology of the disease. Anticipating the genetic variant type associated

with epilepsy, its role in pathophysiology and quantitative assessment of the role of the genetic variant role in disease risk

at individual and population level is a difficult challenge. It is causing a gap at translational level to implement genetics in

targeted treatment. Hence, initiating curated registries of epilepsy patients, increasing number of multi-center,

randomized, controlled trials are needed. Multi center collaboration like Epilepsy Genetic Initiative is providing a platform

to bridge a gap between people with epilepsy, clinician and researchers for the advancement of precision medicine in

epilepsy. This governs the way for epilepsy genetics into clinics.
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The future holds promise for progress in epilepsy genetic testing approaches that can be translated into improved disease

diagnosis and treatment management for people with epilepsy. Large multi-national consortium and collaborative studies

will generate huge data, which will be more valid and acceptable and help in making more accurate genotype–phenotype

predictions. A panoramic approach is required for making advancement for precision medicine, which incorporate

polygenic background and other non-genetic factors like microbiome, diet, optimal time for treatment, lifestyle like alcohol

consumption and cigarette smoking which influence seizure threshold, sleep deprivation or stress should be considered

which may enhance the success of the treatment . A key focus is to develop a robust statistical genomic analysis

approach that may consider the effect of variants in diverse population, demarcating the mutation patterns (allele

frequency, its relative risk, and penetrance) contributing to the disease burden. This assures the application of genetics-

based precision medicine in clinical settings.
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